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About This Content

From the expanse of deep space to the exotic alien planets, the future is an incredible theme to explore. But what's a future
without heroes?

From the creators of Frontier Works comes a familiar crew of futuristic heroes and bgm to use in your RPGs! Inspired by the
classic elements of JRPG costumes, each character is created with the idea of near future in mind. Yet, with a little imagination,

you can easily adapt these characters to a different setting - such as a Steampunk or Cyberpunk universe.

Formatted for RPG Maker MV, this classic character pack is a must-have! Interested in a version compatible with RPG Maker
VX-Ace? Check it out here!

This pack contains:
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Resources formatted for use in RPG Maker MV.

16 character sprites in standard RPG Maker MV asset style, 8 classes with a male and female version: warrior, twin-
blade, lancer, mage, gunner, sniper, engineer and android.

64 hero battlers (4 battler versions that match each character).

10 Facesets with basic expressions (neutral, happy, sad, angry, and smiling) for each character.

80 right-facing bust portraits, including expressions (5 portraits per character).

16 BGM tracks in both .ogg and .aac formats.
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OMFG! YES!
Finally!!! They've done something right! I used this pack on ACE before, and I can't explain how MUCH I loved this pack! And
for those who want to make GOOD Scifi games, I highly recommend this pack!!

Now all is missing is Dark Heroes pack. I love this pack! I got it on ACE when it came out and now I can have it on MV as well!
I love the art style and the MV versions look really great.

An important note, however: This is a port from RPG Maker VX Ace - so there are no side view battlers included! The battler
pictures in this pack are intended for the front view battle system, though they could be used for side view as well I guess. No
character side view battlers! I'm mentioning this just in case someone wondered.. I love this pack but I want sv_actors too

disappointed.. Without question some nice characters. For RPG Maker VX this was a nice Character pack. But for RPG Maker
MV this is simply a waste of money. They just upscaled the old grafics WITHOUT adding the new character sideview battlers.
There are static battlers included in the pack, like used for monsters.
So this pack is quite useless, unless you do not want to have sideview battlers.

I am really disappointed.
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